Payment plans for extensions are
available upon request.

£100
Deposit

required for
these services

Please be reminded that due to
insurance purposes, we ask that you
do not bring along your friends or
family.
We look forward to welcoming you.

OFFERS
Hair Extensions Prices
on quotation

Book x4 Blowdrys for only
£50.00 with Extensions £45.00 Without
Maximum saving of £30.00

www.uniquehairbristol.co.uk

Tel: 07940066665

At Unique Hair Bristol you will
receive a high end experience, at a
much lower cost.

Unique Hair Bristol

on quotation

Wedding Hair Prices

With over 10 years experience, I
specialise in hair extensions working
with high end brands. I ensure value
for money, with a newly renovated
salon.

HAIR MENU

Colouring

Styling
Cut and Finish

from £30.00

All colour services are including, cut
and finishes:

Restyle	 
£37.50
All colouring is subject to a skin test
48 hours before your first colour;
Ladies Wet Cut

from £15.00

Ladies Dry Cut

from £13.50

Foil Highlights/lowlights with a colour in
between	 £95.00
Foil Highlights/lowlights
Short/medium

Complementary Fringe Trim

Foil Highlights/lowlights
Straightening 
£12.00
Long hair

Short hair

from £15.00

Long Hair

from £18.00

Gents Cut

£20.00
from £10.00

Re-constructive hair treatments	 
£10.00
Pin Curls
Hair up

from £70.00

Half head short/medium

Ladies Shampoo and finish

Hair extensions blow dry

from £50.00

£20.00
from £30.00

Foils

from £45.00

Half head long foils

from £60.00

T-section foils

from £45.00

Extra Packets

from £ 2.50

Cap Highlights

from £40.00

Bailage price on Consultation short hair
from £50.00
Gents Shoe Shine

from £15.00

Men’s Fashion Colour

from £30.00

Permanent Colour Long Hair from £60.00
Re-Touch Colour

from £50.00

Hair Extensions
All prices vary depending on
clients needs
from £250.00
Removal of hair extensions
Including cut and blow dry

£80.00

Maintenance check including cut
£60.00
Beauty Works
Prices on Quotation

Laser Teeth
Whitening
Prices from

£ 60.00 for 1 person



£100 for 2 people



Top up £30

